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Dwyer 8-23-62
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
The retTarn of two former facility members and the addition of two new staff 
members to the Montana State University School of Business Administration have been 
announced by MSU President K« E® Newburn®
Returning are Dr® Norman E» Taylor^ who will, be an associate professor^ and 
Frederick Ac Henningsen^ who w i n  be an, assistant professor® New appointees are 
Kenneth W® Cabbage^ assistant professor,, and George L» Mitchell,, instructor®
Dr® Taylor has. been assistant director of the University of Oregon Bureau of 
Business Research since 1957° Following a stint as an MSU instructor from 1952 to 
1955* he worked for two years as sal.es manager of a lumber company in Arizona® He 
has been an economist for the Office of Price Stabilization and has taught at the 
University of Minnesota and Utah State University®
The marketing specialist's testimony before the U. S. Senate Select Committee 
on Small Business appears in a Government Printing Office publication* "Set-Aside 
in Sale of Government Timber9M and he is the author of articles in professional 
journals®
Taylor earned a bachelor’s degree and a master of business administration 
degree at the University of California® He took his Ph. D® at the University of 
Minnesota®
Henningsen is returning to MSU after five years as an accounting adviser and 
lecturer at the University of Karachi, Pakistan® A native of Butte, he earned 
B® A® and M® A® degrees at MSU and did further graduate work at the University of 
Pennsylvania® He served on the MSU faculty from 19^6 to 19^8 and again from 1951 
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Cubbage has been teaching and working toward a doctorate at the University of 
Minnesota for the past three years. He holds B. A. and M. B. A, degrees from the 
University of Washington and is a certified public accountant. From 1957 to 1959 
he was on the staff of a Seattle accounting firm.
Mitchell, who received a law degree from MSU this year, will teach business 
law in the School of Business .Administration. He is a graduate of the University 
of Arizona.
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